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When, in late 1965, Presidents Habib Bourguiba of Tunisia and Léopold 
Senghor of Senegal proposed the creation of an international organiza-
tion for French-speaking states, they unwittingly created a problem for the 
Canadian government and the Department of External Affairs. In their 
initial conception of this organization, neither Bourguiba nor Senghor 
anticipated, nor wanted, Canada’s participation. What they envisaged in-
stead was a modest organization that would enhance the ability of French-
speaking countries in Africa to preserve their shared linguistic and cultural 
heritage.1 Over succeeding months, however, their proposal attracted sup-
porters who not only embraced the idea but also broadened it. In Canada, 
this development compelled the government and the Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs to consider what role Canada should play in the emerging 
community of French-speaking states; a question complicated by Canada’s 
difficult relations with France in this period, as well as the challenges faced 
from the government of Quebec, which asserted the right to its own inter-
national personality and to conduct its own international relations.
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From the mid-1960s to the early 1970s, the Department of External 
Affairs and its officials devoted a great deal of their time and energy to 
advancing Canada’s interests in the international community of French-
speaking states. For two of the department’s officials in particular, how-
ever, this issue took on an added importance. Both Marcel Cadieux and 
Jules Léger played key roles in the debate over Canada’s involvement in the 
community of French-speaking states by virtue of their official positions 
as under-secretary of state for external affairs and Canada’s ambassador in 
France, respectively. Beyond that, they were also the senior francophone 
officials in a department struggling, like the government as a whole, to 
become more inclusive of, and responsive to, the francophone dimension 
of Canada’s biculturalism. For them, Canada’s involvement with the inter-
national community of French-speaking states served Canadian national 
interests by reinforcing traditional conceptions of French Canadian iden-
tity at a time when this identity was being threatened by the emergence 
of a much narrower form of Québécois nationalism. By the 1960s, French 
Canadian nationalists in Quebec ±  those who had formerly identified with 
a pan-Canadian community of francophones with a vibrant role to play in 
a bicultural Canada ±  were increasingly focusing their sense of identity on 
the territory of Quebec alone and the government of Quebec as defender 
of French culture in North America. For Cadieux and Léger, this develop-
ment posed a significant threat to their conception of Canada and the place 
of French Canadians in it, though they differed widely on how best to 
respond to it.

From the moment that it was first proposed in 1965, there were mixed 
feelings in the Department of External Affairs about what the establish-
ment of an international community of French-speaking states meant for 
Canada. Some officials, like Thomas Carter, the head of the department’s 
European Division, were decidedly sceptical about the benefits for Can-
ada of becoming involved in a community which, because of the resent-
ment that many of its potential members still bore towards France, they felt 
would never be as widely embraced as the British Commonwealth. Indeed, 
countries like Algeria, Guinea, and Morocco were more concerned about 
eradicating the remnants of French colonialism in their societies than 
with preserving their French heritage and links with France. An inter-
national organization of French-speaking states would not, consequently, 
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help Canada build ties with such countries. Moreover, involvement could 
impose extensive financial and political commitments on Canada. Be-
cause economically advanced French-speaking countries like Belgium and 
Switzerland had no intention of joining, Canada would be the only polit-
ical and economic counterweight to France in the francophone organiza-
tion. As such, French African countries would expect much greater finan-
cial assistance from Canada than it could hope to meet, in contrast to the 
Commonwealth where wealthy countries like Australia and New Zealand 
shared the burden with Britain and Canada.2

Based on the initial conception of the proposed community, Carter 
added an additional note of concern. Since no one in French Africa or 
France seemed to want to replicate the British Commonwealth’s political 
focus and formal structure, the French-speaking community was likely to 
confine itself exclusively to issues of culture and language, precisely the sort 
of emphasis that would engage the ambitions of the government of Que-
bec. The Canadian government, therefore, could expect a long and bitter 
fight with Quebec over the latter’s desire to participate in the community 
on its own behalf, especially since “the advocates of a more independent 
attitude for Quebec would consider it as a natural forum in which to pro-
mote their cause.”3 Given the damage to Canada’s domestic harmony and 
national unity that would inevitably result from such a fight, would it not 
be better, Carter wondered, for the Canadian government to focus on bi-
lateral rather than multilateral efforts to improve its relations with French-
speaking countries?

Carter’s reasoning struck Marcel Cadieux as fundamentally unsound. 
Cadieux believed that for Canada to eschew involvement in a multilat-
eral association of French-speaking states would send precisely the wrong 
message to French Canadians, many of whom, especially in Quebec, 
already believed that the federal government was not interested in the 
French-speaking world. It was this belief, in fact, that underlay some of 
the arguments that individuals like André Patry, the former professor of 
international relations turned senior advisor to Quebec Premier Jean Le-
sage, and Claude Morin, Quebec’s deputy minister of intergovernmental 
affairs, used in the early to mid-1960s to demand greater international re-
sponsibilities for the government of Quebec. If the Canadian government 
could not, or would not, satisfy French Canadian interests in establishing 
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stronger relations with the French-speaking world, then according to Patry 
and Morin the responsibility fell to the government of Quebec to do so 
for itself. For Canada to ignore an association of francophone countries, 
even if it worked tirelessly to strengthen bilateral relations with these na-
tions, risked letting “the feeling develop that federal policies do not take 
sufficient account of the aspirations of French Canada in the international 
sphere.”4 From Cadieux’s perspective, there could be no question of the 
need for Canada to participate actively and enthusiastically in the com-
munity of French-speaking states, however it developed.

Secretary of State for External Affairs Paul Martin and the Liberal 
government as a whole shared Cadieux’s view about the need for Can-
ada to be more responsive to French Canadian interests in the realm of 
foreign policy. Since their election in 1963, Martin and Prime Minister 
Lester Pearson had devoted significant energy and resources to improving 
Canada’s relations with French-speaking countries. New embassies were 
opened in Senegal and Tunisia in 1966; Canadian developmental assistance 
for French-speaking countries in Africa expanded rapidly from $300,000 
in 1963 to $7 million just a few years later; and contacts, exchanges, and 
discussions with French African governments increased significantly over 
the same period. All of this was part of a deliberate strategy to incorporate 
French Canadian interests more explicitly into Canada’s foreign policies 
and thereby help minimize the adverse effects of the growth of Québé-
cois nationalism on Canadian unity. Long overdue, from the point of view 
of Cadieux and Léger, this strategy nonetheless represented an important 
step towards the fulfillment of long-standing French Canadian aspirations 
for a full and vibrant role in Canadian national and international affairs.5

Jules Léger and Marcel Cadieux joined the Department of External 
Affairs in 1940 and 1941, respectively. At that time, and for a long time 
thereafter, the department, its officials, and its culture were overwhelmingly 
anglophone, a situation against which both Cadieux and Léger struggled. 
Even Léger’s appointment to the department’s top post, under-secretary 
of state for external affairs, in 1954 did not fundamentally alter the rela-
tive marginalization of French Canadians in the Department of External 
Affairs and, more generally, in the formulation of Canada’s foreign rela-
tions.6 Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s, Cadieux in particular 
fought extremely hard to change that state of affairs: he pushed to make the 
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department bilingual in the 1950s by advocating French language train-
ing for Canada’s anglophone diplomats;7 his book, Le Diplomate canadien, 
was intended, at least in part, to attract more young French Canadians 
into Canada’s foreign service8 and he pleaded with his political superiors to 
allocate more aid to the French-speaking countries in Africa as a demon-
stration of the Canadian government’s responsiveness to French Canadian 
international interests. Unfortunately, these pleas fell on deaf ears in the 
Conservative government of John Diefenbaker.9

The election of the Liberal government in 1963, however, changed the 
dynamic in Ottawa and the new government’s broad pursuit of bilingual-
ism and biculturalism promised to bring French Canadians and their in-
terests more fully and equitably into the fold of the Canadian government 
and Canadian national affairs. For Marcel Cadieux and Jules Léger, this 
was a very welcome development. Both of them were French Canadian 
nationalists in the tradition of Henri Bourassa, the early twentieth century 
advocate of a bilingual and bicultural Canada.10 Like Bourassa, Cadieux 
and Léger sought the widest possible participation of French Canadians 
in the development of Canada on the basis of equality and mutual respect 
between Canada’s French and English-speaking peoples. After 1963, the 
realization of this vision of a truly bicultural Canada seemed closer than 
ever.

French Canadian conceptions of nationalism had not remained static 
since the days of Henri Bourassa, however. By the 1920s, some French 
Canadian nationalists had begun to reject the non-territorial, pan-Can-
adian definition of French-Canadian nationalism that was intrinsic to 
Bourassa. Instead, nationalist leaders like Abbé Lionel Groulx focused 
their attention much more narrowly on Quebec as the spiritual home of 
the French presence in Canada and the only political jurisdiction where 
French Canadians ±  being the majority of the population ±  could protect 
their culture from the threat of assimilation. Over several decades, cul-
minating in the 1960s, this process transformed many, if not most, French 
Canadian nationalists in Quebec into Québécois nationalists.11 Insofar as 
this development encouraged the concomitant emergence of a separatist 
movement in Quebec, it posed a significant challenge to Canada’s national 
unity.12 Even moderate expressions of Québécois nationalism, however, 
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raised fundamental questions about the ongoing place of French Can-
adians in Canada and Canadian national life.

As French Canadian nationalists focused more attention on the prov-
ince of Quebec, they magnified the importance of the government of Que-
bec as defender of the French culture in Canada. Indeed, by the early 1960s, 
Premier Jean Lesage was calling the government of Quebec “the political 
expression of French Canada.” Building on the arguments contained in the 
Tremblay Report, the report of the Quebec Royal Commission that criti-
cized the centralization of power in the federal government’s hands at the 
expense of provincial jurisdictions after 1945, Lesage’s government sought 
special powers to go along with its special responsibilities as the voice of 
French Canadians in Canada.13

Daniel Johnson, who succeeded Lesage as premier in 1966, stated Que-
bec’s claim even more explicitly: to protect and promote French Canadian 
interests and culture the government of Quebec needed full constitutional 
equality with the rest of Canada and complete responsibility for French 
Canada’s political, economic, social, and cultural affairs.14 In practice, this 
argument inspired such initiatives as the Quebec government’s attempt to 
gain control over the federal program of educational assistance for French-
speaking countries in Africa between 1964 and 1966.15 The move was ul-
timately unsuccessful but the logic of even moderate forms of Québécois 
nationalism nonetheless reinforced the idea that Quebec City, rather than 
Ottawa, was the only appropriate locus for any and all initiatives connected 
to the épanouissement of French Canada in the mid- to late 1960s.

Like the Canadian government as a whole, Cadieux and Léger re-
jected the premise that the government of Quebec was the sole political 
voice of French Canada. They understood the frustrations that had helped 
feed such claims, and they even sympathized with them.16 Yet they shared 
the belief that French Canadian interests were best served, not by focus-
ing solely on Quebec, but rather by maximizing the broader opportun-
ities available through the Canadian government as a whole. Cadieux and 
Léger’s own careers demonstrated that it was possible for French Can-
adians to succeed in Ottawa and, at the very moment when the Canadian 
government was becoming more receptive to French Canadian interests, 
the demands of Québécois nationalists threatened to derail what they and 
others had struggled so hard to achieve.17 In essence, despite the emergence 
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of Québécois nationalism, Cadieux and Léger remained French Canadian 
nationalists who felt that no good would come from abandoning Canada. 
Instead, they believed that the Canadian government needed to remain 
an outlet for the energy, skills, and aspirations of all of Canada’s French-
speaking peoples.18 It was for this reason that Cadieux and Léger con-
sidered Canada’s involvement in the community of French-speaking coun-
tries after 1965 not only desirable but necessary. Fundamentally, this com-
munity offered the Canadian government the opportunity to demonstrate 
that it was still capable of addressing French Canadian, and even Québé-
cois, needs. Failing to demonstrate that capability, however, would only 
reinforce Québécois nationalists’ criticisms of the Canadian government 
and buttress the already growing ambitions of the government of Quebec.

Cadieux and Léger had very little trouble persuading Paul Martin and 
Lester Pearson that the Canadian government needed to pursue involve-
ment in the emerging community of French-speaking states aggressively 
after 1965. They even prevailed upon the government to try to take a leader-
ship role in establishing the community, part of a strategy to ensure that 
it developed in a way amenable to Canadian interests. In particular, they 
hoped to nudge the community towards a more formal, politically oriented 
organization similar to the Commonwealth or, alternatively, a very loose, 
informal organization of private agencies and associations, either of which 
would have maximized the role for Canada while minimizing the scope 
for Quebec’s involvement.19 Unfortunately for the Canadian government, 
the initiative in determining the nature of the francophone community lay 
largely in French African capitals like Dakar and Tunis or in Paris rather 
than in Ottawa. And in Paris, at least, the French government very much 
wanted Quebec to play an important role in the francophone community.

From the opening of Quebec’s Délégation générale in Paris in 1961 
through the negotiation of a cultural accord in 1965, relations between the 
governments of Quebec and France became remarkably close during the 
1960s. More to the point, the government of Quebec needed France to sup-
port its international ambitions. Without that support, Quebec’s claim that 
it exercised the same competence over fields like education and culture at 
the international level that it did within Canada, articulated by the Gérin-
Lajoie Doctrine of 1965,20 would have carried much less weight. How-
ever, with French President Charles de Gaulle increasingly convinced that 
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a bicultural Canada was ultimately unworkable and anxious to strengthen 
the rayonnement of French culture in Quebec, the French government was 
more than willing to recognize Quebec’s claims to international compe-
tence and deal directly with it in international affairs.21 Naturally, the Can-
adian government resented the special relationship that developed between 
the governments of France and Quebec in the 1960s, yet it could do little 
to impede it or to stem the deterioration of its own relations with France 
in the same period.22 Nor could the Canadian government prevent France 
from trying to ensure that Quebec was able to participate fully and au-
tonomously in the emerging international community of French-speaking 
states.

Despite leaving the initiative on the development of this community 
in the hands of other governments, the French government worked hard 
to keep its focus strictly on language and culture. It had its own reasons 
for doing so ±  it wanted to avoid the impression that it was seeking to 
impose some form of neo-imperialism on its former colonies in Africa23 ± 
yet this focus also strengthened Quebec’s claim to its own membership in 
the community on the grounds that it involved areas of its constitutional 
competence. Because of its responsibility for fields like culture and educa-
tion, the French government was convinced that Quebec had an important 
role to play in the francophone community that Canada, which de Gaulle 
and many others in Paris considered essentially an anglophone country, 
did not.24 It was this conviction, and the French government’s willingness 
to use its influence in French Africa, that ultimately helped Quebec se-
cure an invitation to the Libreville meeting of ministers of education from 
France and French Africa in early 1968 and, subsequently, to participate in 
the conferences in 1970 and 1971 that established the Agence de coopération 
culturelle et technique, forerunner of the organization that would become 
known as la Francophonie.25 In the meantime, however, the Canadian gov-
ernment needed to determine its own response to efforts to gain for Que-
bec autonomous membership in this francophone community.

Between 1964 and 1968, Cadieux and Léger were the central figures 
in the debate within the Department of External Affairs about how to 
respond to Quebec’s interest in the international community of French-
speaking states and in international affairs more broadly. Friends as well 
as colleagues, they generally shared a common view about Canada and its 
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international interests, but on this particular issue they diverged noticeably. 
For Cadieux there could be no question of Quebec’s being able to act on 
its own behalf internationally since, under both international law and the 
Canadian constitution, the Canadian government enjoyed exclusive juris-
diction over all aspects of international affairs. Consequently, the federal 
government was the only body entitled to represent Canadians, all Can-
adians, internationally.26 Quebec therefore had no authority to act inter-
nationally and any pretentions otherwise had to be opposed vigorously as a 
threat to federal authority and, more importantly, Canada’s national unity. 
Any concessions to Quebec’s international ambitions, even in the fields of 
education or culture, would only encourage Québécois nationalists to make 
further demands at the expense of the federal government. Moreover, if 
France continued to encourage Quebec’s ambitions, Cadieux felt that the 
Canadian government had to be prepared to respond forcefully, even if it 
meant rupturing Franco-Canadian relations.27

While Léger agreed with Cadieux about the need to defend the Can-
adian government’s constitutional position aggressively, including its claim 
of pre-eminence in international affairs, he did not share his colleague’s 
absolute conviction that Quebec had to be prevented from exercising any 
international role whatsoever. Instead, Léger advocated a more conciliatory 
attitude towards Quebec’s international ambitions. After all, he argued, 
any international activities undertaken by Quebec were really only a threat 
to Canada if they took place in defiance of the Canadian government. Ul-
timately, he believed that the solution to the crisis over Quebec’s intention 
to participate in the international community of French-speaking states 
lay in negotiating a settlement that allowed Quebec to join the community 
under the overall umbrella of Canada’s own involvement. Léger consist-
ently advocated such a settlement from 1966 to 1968.28 Even on the eve of 
Quebec’s participation in the Libreville Conference, when Cadieux him-
self was pushing Lester Pearson and Paul Martin to punish France and 
Quebec, Léger counselled caution and a negotiated agreement to resolve 
the constitutional dispute.29

At first, these differences did not unduly affect the relationship be-
tween Cadieux and Léger. As the Canada-Quebec-France crisis over the 
francophone community deepened in 1967, however, Cadieux became ever 
more concerned about Léger’s apparent willingness to concede that Quebec 
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did in fact have some capacity to act on its own behalf internationally. In 
March 1967, Léger wrote an article for the Canadian Institute for Inter-
national Affairs’ International Journal that, to Cadieux, seemed to favour 
allowing Quebec a role to play in Canada’s relations with French-speaking 
countries. The article also neglected to stress to Cadieux’s satisfaction that 
“the Canadian government [was] the instrument for the expression of Can-
adian foreign policy in terms of the bicultural and bilingual character of 
the country.” Fearful of the consequences of this argument being made 
in such a public way by a prominent member of the department, Cadieux 
denied Léger permission to publish this article.30 Fundamentally, Cadieux 
was concerned that Léger failed to understand the full political and consti-
tutional implications of allowing Quebec to develop its own foreign rela-
tions, with France or any other French-speaking countries. For his part, 
Léger believed that Cadieux’s instinctive response towards the dispute 
with Quebec and France was too confrontational and that this too carried 
long-term risks for Canada and its domestic and foreign interests.

Some of their differences with regard to dealing with Quebec and its 
international ambitions can be attributed to their respective positions in 
the Department of External Affairs and the view of events they gained 
from them. As under-secretary of state for external affairs from 1964 to 
1970, Cadieux was at the centre of events in Ottawa, where he was much 
more familiar with, and sensitive to, developments in Quebec and Ottawa, 
including the extent of the threat that Quebec’s ambitions posed to fed-
eral interests. From Paris, in contrast, Ambassador Léger’s concern for the 
preservation of Canada’s long-term relations with France led him to favour 
a pragmatic, conciliatory response to the crisis in Canada-Quebec-France 
relations. Léger also believed that, once de Gaulle was removed from the 
centre of political life in France, more sensible elements in the French gov-
ernment would reassert themselves.31 There was, however, more to their 
divergent perspectives on Quebec and its international ambitions. Their 
different personalities ±  Cadieux the uncompromising, highly principled 
lawyer and Léger the consummate diplomat (forever seeing shades of grey 
where Cadieux saw only black and white) ±  only added to the gulf that 
divided them.32

Cadieux is widely acknowledged to have been a fierce Canadian nation-
alist, with his nationalism rooted in a firm commitment to a long-standing 
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French Canadian vision of Canada as a bicultural country.33 Jules Léger, 
however, was no less committed than Cadieux to this vision of national-
ism. As such, they were both at odds with the emergence of a Québécois 
nationalism in their home province that threatened to undermine Can-
adian biculturalism at the very moment in the mid- to late 1960s that it 
was closer than ever to being realized. They differed, though, in their as-
sessment of how much of a threat Québécois nationalism actually posed 
to Canada. For Cadieux, the true extent of this threat was summed up 
by his experience with Claude Morin, the Quebec official at the heart of 
efforts to expand that government’s international identity, who convinced 
Cadieux that the ultimate goal of Québécois nationalism was the breakup 
of Canada.34 Léger, on the other hand, despite the deepening tension be-
tween Canada and Quebec in this period maintained a relatively congenial 
and effective working relationship with Quebec’s delegate general in Paris, 
Jean Chapdelaine, even though this relationship caused a certain amount 
of unease among their respective colleagues in Ottawa and Quebec City.35

For Cadieux, Québécois nationalism was incompatible with his sense 
of French Canadian nationalism and, since only one of them could prevail, 
he was committed to ensuring that the one that did preserved the greatest 
opportunities for French Canadians on the widest possible scale. Léger, 
though, did not believe that Québécois nationalism and his own sense of 
French Canadian nationalism were mutually exclusive; they could, in fact, 
co-exist, although doing so required the Canadian government to be more 
accommodating of the aspirations of the government of Quebec, among 
the most notable of which was the desire for its own place in the broader 
francophone world of la Francophonie.

For both Marcel Cadieux and Jules Léger, defending the national 
interest was a multilayered concern, incorporating the need to protect 
Canada’s national interests as well as French Canadian national interests. 
Ultimately, these two ardent defenders of both Canada and French Can-
ada agreed that Canada’s participation in the international community of 
French-speaking states was vital for the pursuit of Canadian national in-
terests and an important step towards fulfilling the promise of bicultural-
ism that was central to the French Canadian conception of Canada. That 
they disagreed about whether the Canadian government could accommo-
date Quebec’s participation in this community without undermining the 
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pursuit of biculturalism in Canada is indicative of the turmoil in Ottawa 
provoked by the emergence of Québécois nationalism and the related de-
mands for new powers and responsibilities from the government of Quebec 
in the 1960s. In the end, the governments of Canada and Quebec reached 
a compromise in 1971± 72 enabling Quebec to participate in the inter-
national organization later known as la Francophonie under a Canadian 
umbrella.36 This compromise vindicated Léger’s belief that Québécois and 
French Canadians could in fact co-exist in Canada, and that Québécois 
nationalism and the more aggressive provincial government that harnessed 
it for its own purposes were not an irremediable threat to Canada. More-
over, the ongoing commitment to an active role in la Francophonie of the 
Department of External Affairs and the Canadian government as a whole 
demonstrated the overlapping nature of Canadian and French Canadian 
interests in this period. Defending the one meant defending the other as 
well, the fulfillment of a long-standing French Canadian vision of a truly 
bilingual and bicultural Canadian nation.
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